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CLOVER Moves to Sugar Dock
to Step the Mast

On a clear, September morning,CLOVER was towed from Glen Cove
Marina to Sugar Dock, in Richmond, CA.

September 30th was clear and calm as CLOVER
made her way, escorted by tug, from Glen Cove
Marina to Sugar Dock.
It was a beautiful day on the water! Terry-WBFV
founder and a U.S. Navy veteran, and Tristan-U.S.
Air Force veteran, were aboard for the journey.
She's since settled in and her restoration has
continued. The engine compartment has gotten a
thorough clean-up, a total of 6 coats of varnish
have been applied to everything on deck, and
the project of fiberglassing her cockpit has been
completed. In preparation for the restepping
of her mast on November 10th, a new step
has also been fabricated and installed. We hope
many of you join us for this momentus occasion!

CLOVER is now settled into her new dock and her restoration has
continued. Her mast will be restepped November, 10th
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Sail Training for Veterans

Fleet Week 2021

We offer sail traing for veterans through
partnerships with sailing schools who provide
ASA certification.
We're happy to announce that Frank DeSimone,
Navy Veteran, has been selected to enter this
program at the end of this year.
Continued on page 2

Taken from our Blog, written by James
Johnson
WBFV recognized Fleet Week as an opportunity
to thank Vets who had volunteered for
restoration work with a chance to experience
both the parade of ships and airshow from a
unique vantage point on SF bay.
Continued on page 2
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Sail Training for Veterans cont.

We're excited to offer this opportunity
and know that Frank will be an excellent
student!
We've partnered with Spinnaker Sailing,
an American Sailing Association sailing
school to bring sail training to WBFV
veterans who want to take the next step
toward certification.
If you're interested in pursuing sail training
you can learn how to apply for our
program here:WBFV Sail Training

Fleet Week cont.

Our vet crew assembled on RASCAL around
10:30am, we knew it was going to be a very
different/exciting day on the bay. Not just
due to the Blue Angels, but because the
winds were already 15 knots steady, gusting
20+.SF bay is known for challenging sailing
conditions, but winds this strong before
noon aren’t common. We were gonna be in
for a wild ride – and despite most of our
crew having very little sailing experience,
fortunately the vets onboard were stout of
heart and tested by both military training
and deployments to hostile areas.
Read the entire blog

Marine Trade Training for Veterans
WBFV is proud to offer Veterans various ways to learn skills in the Marine Trade. Not only do we partner with Marine Training
schools on both coasts, we've partnered locally, with Rutherford's Boatshop to offer a new skill set to interested vets. Recently,
Tristan Lang, U.S. Air Force veteran, has started honing skills around various boat projects at Rutherford's as well as work aboard
CLOVER
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Bonus Articles

Giving Tuesday

You're Invited!

Giving Tuesday is Tues, November 30th. Keep
your eyes open for our campaign and join us to
raise $25,000 to bring mindfulness therapy
and job opportunities to over 150 Veterans in
the Bay Area.

RSVP NOW

Want to Know More or Donate to One of Our Programs?
Visit our website at vetsboats.org for all the latest info via our blog, our calendar of upcoming events, and all the options for
volunteering and donating

